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A Method of Recording the Mcvins 
qucntial and/or synchroIlous fashion. 
What we see will depend directly on the 
electrode size, the interelectrode spacing, 

Electrical Potential Gradielpts in the and the number of electrodes. It is to be 

emphasized that our present studies are 
on the behavior of large populations of 

Brain: the 45-Channel Bavatron cells, not on the activities of individualunits. 
Our major technolo~cal problem is that 

an$ E(ectro-Jconograms of electrodes and their development. The 
cells of the brain need intact blood supply 
(every cell is within about 25 microns of a 

JOHN C. LILLY capillary), and undistorted shape and 
spatial relations with neighboring cells. 
Up to the present, we have devised ar- 
rays of electrodes which chaIlge these 

S THE central organ of the body for tributed throughout the brain to follow factors a minimal amount while picking 
Bb reception of data from the external and record what the whole structure is up the activity at the presented surface of 
world, the computation, correlation, and doingat each significant instant of time. the brain (cortex). As yet: we have not 
storage of those data, and the preparation The work that follows is a crude first- devised a satisfactory array for recording 
of further data for action in the ext-ernal approximation attempt to begin to re- from the depths of the brain without 
world, the brain and its activity are of cord from a large enough number of zones causing bleeding and without large struc- 
great interest. Our int-crest is matdzed simultaneously so as to begin to see some tural distortions of the tissue. Satisfac- 
only by our lack of many essential data. of the a-dimensional cross sections of the tory penetrating arrays of electrodes 

Despite about 500 years of worli on the 3-dimensional patterns of the activity in probably can be developed by future 
anatomy, physiology, pathology, and the brain. work. 

For obvious reasons we are limited to 
psychology of the central nervous system, 
we still do not know fundamentally how STRUCTURAL FIICTORS animals (not man) for our development 
the organ operates. Since about 1875, it To get some perspective on the curn- wo'k. To gain a perspective on animals 
has been known that the brain produces ple?iity and size oi the problem, a few other than man, Tahle I sh(yivs tile com- 
electrical potentials; since about 1F130, it numerical data from neuroanatomy are in parative data on the cortex for man and 
has been known that there is at least one order. Let us coIlsider the cerebral cor- animals. The whale brain (22 pounds in 
electrical sign invariably accoInpanying tex, tile great sheet extending over the ~ueight) is also given as example of a brain 
each and every action of each part of the "outssde" of the rest: of the brain and tak- larger than that of man (3.3 pounds in 
living nervous structure. Since 1930, cor- ;,g ,p a little less than one half of the weight); for technical reasons, there are 
relations have been sought: between the volume of our cranial cavities. In man, Ilo neurophysiological data available on 

electrical patterns produced and the con- this sheet, if laid oil a flat surface, would this species. 
cornitant physiologrical, behavioral, and occupy a scluare about 18 inches on a side To cover just one surface of the whole 
subjective variables observable at the in a layer 1/10 of an iIlch thick; two- cortex of each of these species with elec- 
sanle time. A host of isolated facts about: thirds of this area is hidden within folds trodes two millirneters apart requires the 
correlations between these four sets of (sulci and fissures). The number of following numbers of electrodes: whale, 
variables plus the fifth set of place and ;tldividual functioning units (cells) within 250,000; man,B3,000; monkey,2,500; 
structure in the central nervous system the sheet is 13 billion, approximately. cat, 500; lemuroid, 100. In calculation 
(CNS) has been accumulated in the past Each cube of tile sheet, one millimeter of these numbers it was assumed that we 
twenty years. However, there are a ., an edge, contains 40,000 cells. A can place electrodes on the areas hidden 
number of missing links in the host of scluare piece one centimeter on an edge in sulci and fissures; we cannot do this as 
facts: we cannot: as yet get enough data has a "populatioI1" equivalent to that of yet. Stated in another way, the present 
simultaneously from enough poiIlts dis- Ne, y,,k City. array (eight by eight millimeters, 25 elec- 

In theory, but not in practice, each of trodes), covers only the following frac- 

~orrN C. LIL~U iS U.itll tile n. R· JOhn90I1 I701111dn- 
these cells and their conductors, at a tions of the total cortical surface of the 

tion for Medical Physics.University of I'ennsylvanin given instant, carl have a potential field various species as follows: whale, 1/10, 
SctloololMediciue, Plliladell,hia, PR. distribution different from all the others. 000; mall, 1/2,500; monkey, 1/100; 
tion for a grant to the Ulliversity of I'enIlsy]vania Witl~ electrodes larger than the sizes of cat, 1/20; lemuroid, 1/4. To coverthe The author wistles to th:ink the Coyle I'uunda- 

[Or this project during the first three years of its the cells and their average intercell spac- structures not on the surface at 2-milli- 
of Reseorch Grants and Fellowships or the National ings (25 lilicrons or 1/1000 inch), tile meter intervals, rye would need appro?ii- dcvelopmcIlt. ~Ie mishcs olso to thanli the Divisioll 

Institutes of I-Iealth, United Stntes Public I-Iealtll r~fld "seen" will be a composite "super- mately three times as many electrodes as 
Service, for a research grant in support of this those on the tortical surface for each project. h number oT I,eople Ilave encouraged and I)OSitiOnll field from many cells. If the the 
mishes to espress his ;Ippreciation esl,ecially to 

superpositioi~ field shows simple figures or species. These calculations show aided this work in numerous wnys: the author 

Pro(essors D. W. Bronli and Dritton Cllnuce. traveling fonns, we can say that the cells magnitude of the problem of covering the 
Credit for tile fundameutals of the design or the are operatings as interdependent units in brain, inside and out, with electrodes at amplir~ers and ttleir calculntion goes to John P. i-millimeter Hervey; lor the circuit construction to George the brain. As is shown in the following, 2-millimeter intervals, at 
Bilsser Dr. w. U'. Chambers lins helged in opera- simple figures of RctivitS· are fouIld in intervals, eight times as mnny electrodes Iavecchia; for modir~cations ill design to Jolln H. 

in carrping out esperiments. Ur. II. I;. IInrtliue 
l~rain areas of about one scluare centi- will be required in each case. tive technique, ia electrode RTTOY COI1StTUCtiOll, and 

nnd other colleagrles (past amd present) in ttle John- meter; hence groups of approximately But what is the population of cells be- 
son Foundatioil have been oi ine~timai,le ileip in 40,(100 cells are probably ilred in a se- t~een electrodes in each spacing (two and 
solvin~ many Itroblems encountered on this projecf. 



Figure 1. An ink-writee record lt--~-0.50 SEC.--~I amplifiers or the output traIlsducers: 
o~ the electrical waveforms it is limited by the camera to something 
picked up on the surface of the Jr"`-C/C~-J\~··urz~Jk ,^, ··~3~) less than 00 cycles per secoIld (instead of 

human brain at operation the potential 300 cycles per second of the Jvu-~vc~ 
The electrodes are silver balls, rest. of the equipment). 
1 millimeter in diameter, spaced ·Tvh rh ~r '-' 

PI/IULTIFL~·-CIL2NNr:L AND MULTIPLE- 
dboUt one centimeter dpart 

SCn~J~Vy~r\rY-··-~cl~-~LVL?J/1~VrY`I?~ RECORDIZR SYSTEM distributed over the presented 

outer surface of the parietal The system chosen for our work is a 
lo~einanapproximdtelys9udre separate channel of amplification for each 
array. Each electrode drives ~ ,~~ electrode and a separate recording ele- 
one ink-writer through one- 

ment for each channel. This system was 
half input of one diKerential ·s~UYJh~y-- ~n*rr, ~..·~2 ~, Ihrr4_- 
ampliferi the other half of each choseII for the following reasons: 

amplifier input is connected to "h-"M/CV~/LcC"~G,-,rr/~l~_rrhu^n~l/C_(II-c~I. 1. The state of development of the art 
all others, and the common of single chaIlnels is sufficiently advanced to 
point "grounded" on the skull. Between 100-171icron diameter electrodes, most of allow rapid design and construction tech- 
electrodes there are sulci interrupting the the infonnation which we now know "isues to be applied. 
continuity of the available cortical surface. somethiIlg about is periodic and is con- 2. The components arereadilyavailable 
Some artifacts, due to slight movements, show taiIled in a irequency band from about one i" S"mci'"t quantity to allow selection of 
as synchronous slow waves in all leads. critical Darts for best performance and easy 

cycle per 10 minutes to 10,000 cycles per replacement. This is a sample of the usual waveforms picked 
second. The highest repetition rates are 

up directly from any unanesthetized mamma- 3. More channels can be readily added 
lian brain-rabbit, cat, dos, monkey, chim- tl'ose in the population of acoustic neu- to an esisting system without major changes 
panzee, or man. The frequency distributions 'O"S: tl"'uS1' each fiber can fire only at a i, design. 
of observed wave forms are from about one maximllln rate of about 300 per second, 4~ By using no switching or scansion or 
cycle per second to about 50 to 60 cycles per the superimposed potentials from many other time-division techniques, the usable 
second (instrumental pass-band limits) (refer- fibers can give an envelope modulated at over-all bandwidttl is limited at the recorder, 
ence l)i the potential differences commonly about 10,000 per second.? The slowest a motion picture camera, by the frame rate 
encountered are from a few microvolts to two waves so far recorded with direct-coupled employed (up to about 350 frames per 
or three millivolts, peak to peak. The wide second) (Figure 2). 

nmpliiiers are those on the cortical sur- 
differences between these eight leads is to be face." 5. No low-level s~r·itch elements, scan- 
noted. Except for the artifacts, each lead ncr, or electron-image tube ~vere available 
produces a record which looks independent T~'e pass band receiving most of the f,, the low voltages and low frequencies re- 

of the others, except For rare waveforms "ttention of present day in~estigators is cluiretl. 
from about oIle cycle per second to about G~ N,.,,tstandillg savirlg in nuInber of 
100 cycles per second; this band contains compouerlts could be predictetl by using 

one millirnel-ers)' The cul,e bountied I,)- most of the observable waveiom~s of high voltage level switching (after ampli- 

eight electrodes contaiIls 320,000 cells at- fairly higrh amplitude seen with macro- fic"tiorl by sep;lmte chlunnels) into a single 
recorder (cathode-ray tube) for the number 

the 2-millimeter interval, and 40,000 cells SCOI)iC electrodes on the cortical surface of cllallrlels planned (25). 
at the l-millirnel-er interval. Therefore, (FiGUre i). II1 the conscious human, the 

7. Glovv lamps of high intrinsic brilliance 
even with suclz good coverage as would be "'""i'7""" amplitude band is ill the 8 to 311d rapid response were available to use as 
furnished by one million electrodes (1- 14 cps, region.' The rangre of aTnplitudes recording elements. 
millimeter interval) in man, each elec- e"cou"tered is fro1T1 afew microvolts to 
trode is still affected 1,- a population of, "bOUt OIle InilliVOlt, tllqllph soIlle waves Present Apparatus 
say, 5,000 cells. as high as 50 millivolts can be produced 

With these data in miIld, some of the by certaiI1 drugs oil the cortex." Izor recording the 2-dirnensioIlal cross 
neurophysiological aims of this project can With these facts in mind, the present sections of the electrical activity of the 
be formulated; we wish to find out, for el"ctrical equipment was designed to con- cortex, we use 25 channels of amplifica- 
each major division of the brain, how ce"trate our first efforts on the band of tion with a single input electrode and a 
small a zone must be "wat-ched" by fach frecluencies from about one cycle per single intensity-modulated glow lamp per 

: electrode of our array to gi\ie the essential Seco"d to about 300 cycles per second. As channel. The electrodes and lamps are in 
information as to how that division func- will be seen later, our present upper fre- two corresponding square (five by five) 
tions. Forexample, ill i-he visualcortex CL"'"C)I li"'il: is not detern7ined by the arrays, one on the brain, the other in the 
(area 17) do we get essentially the same 
picture with l-milli~neter intervals as we 
do at, say, O.O:J-rllilli~nr·ter intervals be- 

t·ween electrodes? In other words, how Table i. Approximate Coetical Dimensions and Cell Populations in Different Species" 
many cells lire synch;·onously during ac- ----------=-~=-';;=-r=~:~=~ 
tivity of this division--5,000 or 9? Volume, Surface, Square, Fraction 

Cubic Square Inches Thickness, Number of Cells, of 

TIME FACTORS Species _Centimeters _ Centimeters on Side Centimeters Billions Surface 
Whale..........3. 000 10" ........39 ........ 0.29........120 ........ 7 

It is probable that the electrical ac- Man*".....i... 320 ........3.5 X105........18 .--.-·.·0.25........ 13 ........2/~ 
tivity of the brjin contains important RIonkcg"":...... 1·10 ........ 10? ........1 ........0.2........ 0.8 ........'/? 

Cat"":.......... 2.5........ 20 2 ........0.1 0.1 ........'/a 
infonnation in the time scale range frc,ln r~emuroid":!:..... O.F........ 1 ........ '/6........0.15........ 0.027........1/10 

about: 10-j seconds to the life span of the * cell concentrations are ;Ibout the same in nll species: 40,000 per cubic millimeter; intercellular distance 
animal. I-Iowever, during a given short. "" "'C'OT"· 

:':" C:llculated from data or P. J. Ilarruan, Jourl~nl of Cor,,garulive NEIL).OIOPY~ VOlllllle 87. 1947, pages 
obserration period of, say, 30 hours, ~Yith Isl-s. 
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Figure 3. General plan of the present appara- RYit;f~t;F~t;fefefiP1~~ ~40 as WIRE 
tus, the bavatron 

Figure 4. EHect of time division of a single 
EEG (electroencephalosraphic) channel Th" electrodes are shown as arrows on the t~,~k~f~F6~fFMt~f~d~~ ,/LUCITE 

cortex. This is a cross-sectional view from 

The upper record is of an ink-writer recording ·.,ye" to "leens--there are Four addirional GLASS TUBE 
of a train of "alpha" rhythms from the skull of "layers" of all elements behind this layer,0.9mm DIAM. 

a human. The lower rectangles are the result giving a total of e5 electrodes, preampliAers, 2 m m SPACING 
of time-dividing the upper record, with an amplifiers, glow tubes, and lenses For one 
"off to on" ratio of 0.5, and of integrating the brain and one camera. The electrodes are dis- 
waveform during the "on" phase. The rec- tributed in a square (five by Five) array on the CORTEX 
tangle height is the final value of this integral. cortex, the slow tubes and lenses in a corre- ILU-LhlLII ~Z/ SURFACE 
The results are shown for three pulse repeti~ion spending square array (five by five) in the 
rates: 16, 64, and le8 times per second. camera Fieldi each electrode drives one slow 
This record shows that if the EEG amplifier is tube through one amplifier. The varying light 
used to intensity-modulate a light source, and intensity of each glow tube is recorded inter- Figure 4. Cross section through a row of five 
the light is photographed with a motion pic- mittently by the motion picture camera as a electrodes in square array or e5 electrodes 
ture camera, that at least le8 frames per second series of circular images (oF the lenses), whose 
is needed to record the EEG and electrocor- This array was designed for small-area surface density varies with the input potential. Dur- 
ticographic waves in order to get a fair repro- pick-up with minimum pressure on the exposed ing the time the shutter is open (4.5 milli- 

duction of the waveforms on the film brain surface. Each glass tube is free to slide seconds out of a cycle of 7.8 milliseconds at 
up and down a distance of about one centi- 

le8 frames per second), the film "integrdtes 
meter, under Qravityi each one exerts a total 

the wave Form of the light variations (see 
camera field. Some of the details of the Figure e). The electrodes are shown in a force on the cortex of about 17 millisrams. 

apparatus are given in Figrures 3, 4, 5, and diagram in Figure 4; and in a photograph in The conduction system is: cortex, pia, 0.1- 
Figure 5. millimeter-diameter hole in the end of the glass 

G. The name "bavatron" was selected The preampliFiers and amplifiers 
are shown in a block diagram in Figure 6 tube filled with cerebro-spinal fluid, glass 

from the initials of the phrase "brain ac- tube filled with cerebro-spinal fluid, AgCI-AQ 

tivity visualization in areas" plus the wire tip, number 40 B and S As wire (en- 
suffix "tron" meaniIlg a device. The aIli~nal and the cortex were ill a condition dmeled with e0 coats i;akelite varnish), 0-80 
records of the 2-dimensional patterIls of as good as at the start; the beginniIlb· and bolts, and the lead wires to the amplifier input. 
potential difference which result The insulation system is glass, lucite, bakelite 

are end records are indistingruishable I,y our varnish, and Tygon tubing over the tops of the 
called electro-iconograms, or "EIGs," for presentstandards. Therecordsshown in 0-80 bolts and over the lead wires. The 
short. the later figrures are s~tlnples fro~n some glass tubes take up positions which follow the 

3,500 feet: of mo\iie film taken with this curves of the cortical surface. A photograph ELECTRODE ARIL\YS 

anray. Figure 8 shows the hole ill the of this array is shown in Figure 5 
Figures 4 and 5 give t-he details of one skull and the techniclue of locatings the 

type of electrode array used. Another electrodes. 

type, in which the skull is kept: closed, has The electrical resistance of the elec- ohms. We ha\ie Ilot yet investigated the 
also been developed. The closed skull trodes in Figrures 4 and 5 is about (iOO reactallce componeIlts of the impedance 
technique allows the brain to be kept ill ohms at 1,000 cycles per second. This is of these electrodes, but expect that ii: is 
the best condition for days and possibly sufficiently low so that, pure resisli\ie negrligible froln one cycle per second to 
weeks at a time. Our "' (t-hermal) noise does not disturb our 100 cycles per second. nnI'lant-ed" array 

consists of a stainless steel (type 316) recordiIlg. nut other "noise," such as 
ring screwed into a 3/4-inch diameter hole that due to pulsations of the braill (~~~ilh A"'L'"'"RS 
in the skull, a lucite electrode holder an op"'ed sl<ull) with heart and lung ac- Figrure 0 gives some of the details of the 
fitting snugly into the riIlg, and a scluare tion can be suf~cient to overload the am- amplifiers used. The 12SN7GT and 
array (five by five) of O.I)-millilneter di- pli~iers at full gain. nrith care, these 12SJ7 tubes are aged 200 Ilours with ap 
ameter glass tubes sealed iIlto the lucit-e at artifacts can be avoided; holvever, the plied voltages of the values used in the 
2-millimeter spacings. The glass tubes "closed skull" array elimiIlates the arti- ampli~iers; they are then selected for 
communicate with 2-foot lengths of TyorrOI1 facts by not allowing tile Ijrain pulsations mini~num noise, minimum microphonics, 
tubing which carry an electrolyte solu- to occur at an amplitutle sufficient to and best differential action. A yield of 
tion. The other end of the plastic tul,es cause artifacts. about 20 per cent is obtained from a 
fasten to 25 RgCI-Ag half-cells built into a The electrical resistance of the "im- population of commercially obtaiIled 
4- by 4- by 1/2-iIlch I~lcite block. The planted" array is 50,000 ohms per elec- joiIlt Army-Navy tubes. 
half-cells are connected to the amplifiers t-rode, which is also low enough so that Twenty-fi\ie variable plate-to-cathode 
by simple lead wires. Rril-h this later resistive noise does not interfere. Most of resistors (300 kilo-ohms) are used to 
array we have made observations on cats this resistance is ill the electrolyte con- eclualize the traIlsconductaIlces of all 
(auditor7· cortex) for intervals up to four duction path belween brain (Dia) and the stage 1 tubes. So far, we have been able 
days. At the end of the four days, the half-cells, whose resistaIlce is less tharl 100 to achieve a colnmon mode rejection ratio 
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(I) EACH R·C·l.Osec. 
(2) 2 GAIN CONTROLS, ONE EACH SIDE OF AMPL. 2 
(3) 1,2nND 3 EACH HBYE A CATHODE RESISTOR 

COMMON TO 25 CHANNELS 

Figure 6. Block diagram of a singid~channel Figure 7. Isometric drawing of the "boat- 

from the group of 15 hull" distortion of a rectangular traveling 
wedge~by a I-dimensional array o~R1C 5~ai~i Th. pream8lilei'oi Fig%e 3ir amplihei itdge I , eYP(ed """."""" c 

and the first CFT(For cpthode follower) in 1 i 
Figure 5. A square (five by five) array of P5 this Fisure.l'The e5 tvpel IgSN7GTtubes dre In this ..snapshot.: idiagram;· the right-hand 

electrodes in a unit: neai· the brain, connected ~jr~cabl·es figure is a rectangular wedge of increased 

This array is diagrammed in Figure 4. The tips 
to the· standard 6-foot by:e~-ii~th rack cbn- : potenti.al diHerence-(~.axis) travklihs in-the 

of the electrodes All a square on the cortex taining the-rest of the amplifier and power ;direction of the: arrow (x Bxis) over a e- 
eight millimeters on a side. One electrode,is ; Stdses. 

The se'cond cathode follower (CF) dimensional array (x;and z axes) of electrodes. 

pushed up to show the action of the Qlass I before the power stage (PS) furnishes a low- The left-hand figure is'the resulting output 
tubes. The array holder, not shown, clamps :impedance source for the 6L6 grid cur~ent. from an array of'dmplifers, ebch of which has 
to the.upper lucite block. IThe Tcales are~;in The feOO-l rtelO-, and·-e00-volt supplies a single R-C-coupled link. The "lons:' end 
centimeters and inches. The~le~d wires are areelectronirally regulated within·about of the wedge is five times R-C in·'~length," 
;ilver-soldered to the upperends ofC)-80 bolts; ~50 microvglts; The +1;!90 volts is supplied that is, the ratio between the length of the long 

th~ Ag wire is lead-tin soldered ~o~the lower by Five unregulated power supplies, contain- end (measured -:in the moving co-ordinates 

~ie~ds. The upper lucite piece is threaded for ing Five VR-75 tubes for conitant screen-grid , fixed to the wedge), and its velocity relative 
the 0-80 bolts. The glass tubes fill, and stay Pqtential in the 6L6 tubes. Thescreens of to the x axis (fixed to the electrodeg) is equal 

t; Filled in a saturated atmosphere, by capillary the lrZSJ7 tubes and the 6SJ7 tubes are at 45 to Five times~the' time constant of the amplifiers. 
action only volts with respect to the cathode on two sepa- The "short" end of the wedge has a value of 

h rate Bibatteries. The he,dters of the 12SN7 about RC/100. A direct-coupled amplifier 
and the 12SJ7 tubes are on two 6-volt storage · array would give an undistorted picture of the 

of only about. ibO to one with this ar- batteries, in series, ascaded to a e4-volt and wedge. Consideringthis diagram as repre- 
a.48-voll,battery to..a IlO-volt d-c line which senting increased light intensity upwards 

rangement ill the amplitude region of in- Supplies the required, steady-state 15 dm- (+y axis), and decreased light intenfity down- 
terest. We can,probably do better than ~ e,,,, ~~ healer current. The starring warm- wards (-y axis), the'picture (say, a single 
this with extremely careful adjusting. ,p transient current (betwen 60 and 70 frame of a motion picture) of the wedge would 

The over-all pass band is from one )'amperes for the first few seconds) is supplied be a bright triangle against a darker bdck- 
.cycle per second to 750 cycles per second by the Ii-volt battery. The R1130B tube is ground. The half"boat-hull" (I~ft-hand 
at,the six de&lsels ·down-points. The the-glow tube of Figure 3; it is manufactured figure) would be' a bright leading edge shad- 

phase shift is 90 de~ees at about 350 ; by the Sylvania Company. The pegk current ing off to a dark trough followed by a brighl- 
through the glow tubes is li~ited td 30 milli- i ening trailing tail. Of course, wich·multiple, 

cy~les per second, amperCs by a plate and a cathode resistor in 'cascaded R-C links, the picture becomes more 
The full-scale signal at full gain is 100 each 6Ld circuit. The over-611 pass-band of complex. This is an example of a type, of 

microvolts at an output current through theseaniplifiers ;extends from about one cycle ~ distortion to be allowed for in interpreting 
:`thg glqw lamp of 30 milliamperes. The per second to 750 cycles per second (one-halF the results with the present apparatus. With 

residual hum level with the inputs short- amplitude points) the present e5 amplifiers, the two ends of the 
circuited to ground is less than 10 micro- wedge are at about two seconds and four 
volts, milliseconds 

There are 25 3-step (full, 1/100, and The limitations of this type of action are 
closed) gain controls bet-ween the first discussed subsequently. 
cathode follower (CF) and stage 2. There This type of circuit: was chosen he- tion is a series of lines and bands through- 
are 25 6-step (full; 1/3, lj100, 1/1000, cause it gives a type of differential action out the visible spectrum, most iIltense iI1 
closed) gain controls between stages 2 and with a minimum number of tubes per the yellow-red eIld but stroIlgr enough in 
~. These controls facilitate running down channel tone per stage). If M·e had used the blue to use blue-sensitive film for re- 
bad tubes, soldered joints, and so forth, in the usual type of dii~erential amplifier, cording. \Ve have found that the tube 
trouble-shooting the ecluipment by isolat- usjn~ two tubes per stage per channel, we life varies inversely with al,out the 
ing the various stages. would have had :300 Lubes to wir:e in, eighth power oi tlie mean current:lthrou~h 

Because of the action of the cathode re- select, and maintain, instea!l of the I:iO the tube. Thereiore, wf I,ut iII plate, and 
sist-ors common ~to each stage in the 25 we now have. cathode resistors in the 6L6 power stage 
channels, each electrode potential is seen to limit the::maximum current to 30 

GLOW TUI~ES Inilliamper~s (about 250 Ilours life at: this only as a d'ifferPnce from the mean value 
of alliihe others: This action results in The glow lampsaie Sylvania type current, stSady state). We operate at a 
rejection -of sjgnals common to all 25 IBj9/XI1SOU, a hollow-cathode (oIle mean current of 9.0 milliamperes through 
electrodes at a'given instant, withiII cer- millimeter inside diameter) end-on ·iiiew each X11?0-B.'There is son~e phase 
tain limits~ .Suhh a "differential" signal glow-discharge tube. ~ The light inteIlsity shift: in these tubes--minimal in the blue 
is seen as a brightening of a glow lamp output varies, in our circuit, in an ap- region and masirnal in the infra-red; 
~vhen "negative" ~ylth respect: to the proximately logaritllmic fashion with the this "hSlsteresis" is apparently due to 
mean, and a darkening, when "positive." (jL6 grid voltage. The spectral distribu- heat-ing of the cathode walls. 



I,ENSES r~lBj~gi~pl~~ 

-' il:in i·-;-l-:iilC i _:,·~ifj4~;- ·~iiiii:~-:-': '~i~ "~~'~iii -: -i~--~iliP III order to have our sources apl,car ---- I larger than one millimeter in dialneter at ; :I, iiiii~··~iiiii ;:·-· I~:i:-·::i 

the camera, each source has a 30-milli- i 

~:oiiiii 

Imeter-diamet-er lens which focuses an I:P~ g "::::::-: :Pi·`-~is~~: ;::~~·:~:,·._~~~~::;- ::~-BBa~:S '~ : ·:pii:~-':s~aii:::::~:····· 
irnage~of·the source oil the canlera lens. ~ - :::~;p·-·:·-~,,:'·, :~:~':::::Y :'~ii:p-:a~-"-:,_ ;·-:sn-~·-::,:-~-:~_~:~, ·:-: · 

·: ·This arraIlgement- givds th~ calriera a 7i- 

view of a 30-millimeter diameter source -.ii:l~- "~ 
(at 82 centimeters) of about the apparent ;··_,::;;i:·- :1:::::;- :: :i:iiiii--i~~~iiiis i~~ii~l 

bnlliance of the i-millimeter cathode 
·a,·r·-; ;-;-i:~d-:· 

.Figure 8. Location of the position of the b'low All lenses are in a spherical sur- 
face (radius 82 centimeters) whose center ·:~::::::-:- -i-- electrode array with respect to skull and brain ~~~9:p: 

is at the camera. lens; thus ail the 25 landmarks in a siven animal(cat) . :iiiii~~ij~i__-.ljiiiI:-· ;''":-i:~"':a:--~~~-:=: optic ahes pass through the caiuern Lenr Ig,;~,:~_s_· a~·,~6: .~i 

; The camera lens is focused on the lens A 3/1-inch-didmeter trephine hole is cut in :Ce~~-~ I;:- ··-·i:·~~i~iRBW~;-~;--~a_,-· :.- i· ii·.I;_; -;,,·:e:~i~,a::tsD· 

the animal's skull at the desired locationi a ·bank to give bright images of the lenses on 
18 

~/(-inch-didmeteT lucite circle ('/s inch thick, ~:ii~Ad~ 

the film. polished) with the electrode positions repre- 1.. sented by holes·drilled through it is placed 
·MOTION PICTURE CARIEIL1 The arrow on the inrthe;hole in the skull. 

As was expected,we found that 16 and lucite indicator starts. at electrode 5-3 (see Figure 9. · A samplel:electroriconogram-a 
~·1 frames per second were recording rates text for numbering system) and terminates on single response and "spontaneous" activity 
~vhich were too slow for the ;Naves found the edge of the ~·circle. · Another arrow:is in the acoustic cortex of a cat 
in the brain (Figure·a). At present, scratched on the skull (opposite the First o~e) 

after the observer,Finds the desired orientation " The stimulus signal light is to the left of'eah 

we are using a~ Pell and I-lowell model of the electrode representatives relative to the frame (opposite column 3, next to row 5, and 
70-G Superspeed.camera with electric !sulci.visible through the:hole in the skull. he"ce near lamp 5-3),, (The lamp array,is 
Inotor and 400-fool: magazines, n~hidl ~;The lucite indicator is then removed, and.is rotated 90 degrees clockwise from the po~i- 
.photograp$s at 1:!8 frames per second. repldced bu ihe electrode array held by d tio" in which numbers ale ~dssisned). A 50- 
This is definitely a compromise: we have supporting guide ring screwed into the skull mic'oseco"d rectdngular,~ulse is fed into the 
·the amplifier pass band andthe light in- hole. The position of channel 5-3 is marked ed'phone at the cat's. co?traldterdl ear and 
tensity to go to higher frame rates (350 on this ring t~y another arrow which is lined exti"9uishes the signal light for 15 milliseconds, 
frames per second); some of the phenom- up with that on the skull. At the end of the as can be seen in frames number 14 and 15 
ena already seen require higher film experiment the animal is perfused through.the P (7.8 milliseconds foi one frame-cycle)i ~he 

aorta with saline and then tenper cent ~qr- initial "oH" phase is coincident with the 
rates. At 128 frames per second, 400 feel . beginning of the click. _The beginning of the malini the vessels in`the sulci are injected with 
of record accumulates in 2 minutes of re- response usually occurs~(]? other parts of this india inki ~the lucite' indicator is replaced in 

.Icordingtime; at 384 frames per second, the;kull holei and the skull is photographed tilm not shown here) in-5-S about eight miili- 
1,200; feet accumulates in two miIlutes; ~o record the electrode positions used. This Seco"ds after the stimulus light goes out and 

i at non?al projection speed (1G frames per illustration shows the position of the electrode Sp'edds as a wave of lessened light intensity 
second), i-he d~OO.feet takes 1G minutes and ,,,,Y for the electro-iconosrams of Figure 9 : ("positive" wave) to include lamps 5-3,' 5-4, 

~ the 1,200 feet takes 49 miIlutes to see once. 5-5, 4-4, 4-5, 3-5, P-5, y15; as can be seen 
Thus, the tiitle taken, in viewing the in iramrs 16, 17, and'78.' In the motion 

records from a long experiment: sets our say, the camerj field, or the brain co- pictures, not these "static" frames, there can 
present lirnit- on film rate. The problem O'di""tes. We maintain the convention be seen more complicated "gray" shadows 

sent out From this large "black" wave over the 
is to obtain the maximum a~nount of data that looking at the glow lamp array from 

remainder of the array. Other waves ("spon- 
using the minimum amount of ~lm. 1-he camera gives the same'iiiew of the 

taneous") occur in frames 3 through 70, 36 
With the present equipment, the light numbers as looking at the electrode posi- through 50, 54 through 65, and 84 through 

available can be best shown by an ex- tions from outside the brain. Thus we 98~ By deepening the anesthesia, the re- 
ample: Super XX film with a CorninS Ca" p'oj"ct a picture of the braiII onto the sponse wave can be left intact but the "spon- 
number 2404 (red) filter at: 128 frames per lights and only by translation and rota- taneous waves disappear. The electrode 

second is exposed at a shutter aperture of tion in 1-he apDareIlt plane of tile lights array position for this figure is shown in 

f 11 for ttle· results slzown in the later correctly position the picture ~yithOUt Figure 8 

figures. turning it: over. This coIlventioI1 avoids 

the necessity of picturing ''mirror images" 
NUXIBERING OF CIIANNELS of the brain or of the array when mapping 

Since the electrodes, the lamps, and the the one on the other. Our grounded re- transient response, and differeIltial ac- 

film images are in corresponding square turn lead is numbered 0-0 to avoid con- tion distortions are all seen as distort-ions 

arrays, we chose the r7lathematical matris fusion with any element, or any I:,ossible of the input field at the output field. 

notation of numbering each element by future element, in the array. The transient response (or "t-ime- 
two numbers, the frrst- corresponding to constant") distortion and its limits are 

INSTRUMENTAL LIMITATIONS shown and discussed in Figure 'i; this the row number and the second to the 

column number. Starting witli 1-1 (first The distortions~,of the input patterns distortion type is not discussed any fur- 

element) atthe uppei left-hand corner seen at the output of the bavatron are tiler here. 
of the scluare, we thus arrive at: j"-7e (the those commonly seen in a siIlgle resist- The differential action' distortion is due 
25th elerrlent) at the lower right-hand ance-capacity-coupled amplifier, es- to the type of design of the amplifier sys- 
corner. In actual use, this array may be tended:tp an input and an output field. tem (discussed in theforegoing). Some 
rotated in its own plane with respect to, The. usual amplitude, phase, frequency, examples show the distortions to be es- 

;; 



pected. (1) All input grids but one are In the development, comprontises were the length of record required to record the 
fixed in potential at, say, ground level. made to· achieve that purpose. In same events with the same, or better, time 
The one grid is shifted briefly from the brief, the compro~nisfs result in the follow- resolution. 

rest by, say, miIlus 1.0 millivolt. The ing liInitalions of the range of perfonn- Input lead length is limited by the pres 
corresponding output lamp for the change ance: ence of various iIlterferiIlg fields (60- 
chanIlel decreases its intensity briefly to a cycle-per-second line, radio-station emis- 

i. Froln electrophysiologica1 data ill the sions, and so forth), this fact determines value corresponding to --1.0 millivolt. 
literature, we know that we are not record- 

Kowever, the other 24 outputs increase i,g,,,,ts of great value which lie outside the fourth requirement. 
their intensity at the same time an our pass band. Items 5, 6, and'i are part of sound ac 
amount corresponding to f1/24 milli- 2. Within our pass band, our time meas- cepted practice for any multi-channel 
volt at theirinput grids. Hence, at the ureInents (of latency and of response times) system (telephone, telegraph, radio, and 
output, the brief negative "hollow" in the have a lower limit of one frame cycle (7.8 so forth). 
input field is seen as a "negative" hollow milliseconds) because of the intermittent 

nature of the recording. 
plus a simultaneously low surrounding Results 
positive "plateau," which is crested in the 3. OU' measurements of the amplitude 

of the signals is still limited to somewhere 
A sample of a record is presented in bavatron itself. (2) One input aid is between 10 and 50 per cent, depending on 

fixed at sound potential; the other 24 the many photographic variables involved. FiGUre 9. These static reproductions 
are raised to +1/24 millivolt at the out- sacrifice the dynamic character of the 

put; the same "hollow" and "plateau" is Despite these limitations, we believe phenoInena as seen in the motion pictures. 
generated as in example (1). (3) The that our results show that the method is In viewing a motion picture of this steady 
negative 1.0-millivolt input field is ex- valuable and necessary, and that further pattern of lights each of whose intensity is 
tended to include 12 inputs, the reInain- development of the technique is desirable. different over the array, the visual system 
ing 13 being fixed. At the output, the ex- mTe hope that our results will serve to of the observer adapts to the steady mo- 
cited 12 channels show the extended Stimulate the growth of new techniques tion picture and readily detects small 
negative hollow; the fixed 13 channels fo' picking up and recording electro- changes in the pattern when they occur. 
show an enhanced positive plateau equiva- icO"OG'a"S of greater range and hence of This is not true of the static pictures in 
lent to f12/13 times 1.0 millivolt at S'e"ter value than ours are at present. these figures; it is much harder to detect 
the 13 input grids. (4) The 13 inputs are changes, especially if they are small and 
excited in a positive direction +12/13 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT take place gradually over a large num- 
times 1.0 my.; the 12 inputs are fixed. In future instruments we look for the ber of frames. 
The same output pattern is seen as with following developments: For best "seeing" of the patterns in the 
example (3). motion pictures, it has been found that 

Thus, for each output pattern, there are 1. Many Inore channels than our 25. the whole array of lamp images should 
We think that this is the tnost important 

at least two input patterns which could .,p,,t to be developed, subtend a visual angle of about 1.0 de- 
generate that output. This ambiguity gree to about 0.1 degree. This is in the 

2. ~Vider pass baIld for each channel, 
of meaning of the output pattern is de- especially in the very-low-frequency region. region of foveal vision in which visual 
rived solely from the fact that the dif- acuity is at its highest, in which persist- 

3. Acontinuous recordingsystem; which 
ferential action of this circuit generates ,,, Inake full use of the available pass ence of vision is most effective, and in 
outputs each of which is a difference from band, and yet from which one call reproduce "hich the "phi" effect is best. 
the mean value of all outputs and that the square array type of output field. The results to date are restricted to 
this mean value tends to remain con- 4. A compact input asseInbly \vhich can 'eco'ds of the activity seen on cat brains 
stant-. The importance of this ambiguity be placed Ilear the animal. with a 2-millimeter electrode interval in a 
in actual brain pattern recordings is being 5. A minimum Ilumber of controls and a 'eSio" eight by eight millimeters (which 
investigated and evaluated at the pres- maximum stability in all required adjust- is about 1/20th of the total cat cortex). 
ent time. ments and components. In general these records show that in such 

In order to minimize channel-to-chan- B· Construction \Yhich allows rapid re- an area the activity does have organized 
nel discontinuities with respect to am- Dl"cement of the key units in eactl channel, forms aIld figures which have a size com 
plitude, phase, and frequency dist-ortions, 7· Designs of replaceable units which parable to the area observed; hence ad 
the resistors and the capacitors of the C"" be Serviced rapidly. jacent zones, each containing 120,000 or 
first and second X-C liIlks (Figure 6) are so cells, do fire in an ordered fashion, 

The first improvement, many more 
matched to within ~0.5 per cent. The either synchronously or sequentially. A 

channels, is desired because of the factors 
tube gains were found to be within one per brief suInmary of our results to date is as outlined in the beginning of this article. 
cent for all stages but: the first, in the follows: 

Watching our records is a strong stimulus 
first: stage, the tubes are selected and 

to pursue this development--various pat- i. In the anesthetized animal, the 
matched as described in the foregoing, 

terIls travel into aIld out of our input cortical responses to visual and auditory 
Thus, these three types of distortion are 

field to and from unobserved regions in stimuli in the primary afferent areas 
at least made uniform enough over the 

every record we have taken to date, spread in a definite way away from the 
array for practical usage. 

The second development: we consider focus first activated by the afierent volley 

COMFROMISES to be Ilecessary from data gathered by to thecortex. 
other workers, and from the rather high 2. The spontaneous activity of the 

Ir7 developing this instrument our pur rate of occurrence in our records of phe- conscious animal has traveling, shift-ing 
pose has been to develop a workable ap- nomena like that presented ill Figure 7. figures which have varying velocities and 
paratus in the shortest possible time and The third improvement would improve forms depending on previous stimuli and 
to use it to test the hypothesis that the our time measurements, and presumably on other, as yet unknown, factors. 
method is valuable and even necessary. could be designed to shorten considerably 3. "Sleep waves" and "barbiturate 



waves" have fairly simple forms which References 3. STEADY POTENTIU FIL;LDS AND NBUBONIS 
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